This online companion paper supplements the short version (with the same title) that was submitted for publication. It discusses robust optimization in a wider context, including additional references. It details Taguchi's world view and RSM for robust optimization. Furthermore it presents results for additional experiments with a smaller range of the order quantity, and a smaller value for the demand variance. The bootstrap results are veri…ed through replication of the whole experiment, socalled macroreplication.
Introduction
This online companion paper add details to the short version that is also titled 'Robust optimization in simulation: Taguchi and Response Surface Methodology'. We try to minimize the overlap between the two versions, while maintaining the ‡ow of thought in this online paper. Even though we suggest the reader to use this companion paper as an addendum, we make this paper-to a certain extent-readable on its own; e.g., we add some references that are also given in the short version (but the online paper has many new references).
Furthermore, each section of this online paper corresponds with the section with the same title in the short version; e.g., Section 1 adds details to the section with the same title in the short version. The long Subsection 4.2, however, is split into subsubsections to improve the readability of that subsection.
The importance of optimizing engineered systems (artifacts) is also emphasized in the 2006 NSF panel reported in Oden (2006) . That report also points out the crucial role of simulation in engineering science. The simulation model may be either deterministic or random. We, however, focus on deterministic simulation. Nevertheless, we expect that our new methodology can also be applied to …nd the optimal inputs for random simulation models and real-world systems.
In practice, some inputs of the given simulation model are uncertain so the optimum solution that is derived-ignoring these uncertainties-may be completely wrong. In a di¤erent context-namely Linear Programming (LP)-Ben-Tal mentions that 13 of the approximately 100 LP models in the NETLIB Library give constraint violations (infeasibility) when perturbing the input data by only 0.01% (see also Ben-Tal and Nemirovski (2008) ). Simulation models are more di¢ cult compared with LP and Non-Linear Programming (NLP) models:
Simulation models treated as black boxes imply implicit functions for the goal and constrained outputs. Simulation models are dynamic (whereas LP and NLP models are usually static).
A well-known distinction in the management literature (see the many references in Kleijnen (1980) ) is Operational decisions: repetitive decisions (e.g., daily inventory management) Strategic decisions: one-shot decisions (e.g., designing a computerized inventory management system).
We focus on strategic decisions (for operational decisions, Control Theory seems more appropriate). These decisions may concern the design of either products or processes (for manufacturing these products). Robust design is important for engineers, in many disciplines. Actually, these engineers should work together, which results in Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO); see Alexandrov and Hussaini (1997) and Beyer and Sendho¤ (2007) Chen et al. (2003) , , Meckesheimer et al. (2001) , Oden (2006) , and Simpson et al. (2001) .
The literature (see Beyer and Sendho¤ (2007) and Kleijnen (2008) ) distinguishes the following two approaches to strategic decision-making in an uncertain world (Park et al. (2006) also detail the …rst approach, and discuss more approaches):
Taguchi's approach, originally developed to help Toyota design 'robust'cars; i.e., cars that perform reasonably well in many circumstances (from the snows in Alaska to the sands in the Sahara). Taguchi is a Japanese engineer and statistician; see Taguchi (1987) and Wu and Hamada (2000) . Robust Optimization (RO)-developed by Ben-Tal, Nemirovsky, Bertsimas and others-to make the original Mathematical Programming (MP) solutions less sensitive to perturbations in the coe¢ cients of the MP models; see Ben-Tal and Nemirovski (2008) and also Beyer and Sendho¤ (2007) and Greenberg and Morrison (2008) . (Stochastic MP is a related yet di¤erent approach; see Mulvey, Vanderbei, and Zenios (1995) and also Beyer and Sendho¤ (2007) , Greenberg and Morrison (2008), and Sahinidis (2004) .)
In practice, classic (standard) optimization may be counterproductive! Indeed, the French say (in translation): 'the best is the enemy of the better'; and Marczyk (2000, p. 3) states: 'Optimization is actually just the opposite of robustness'.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 details Taguchi's worldview. Section 3 details RSM for robust optimization. Section 4.1 presents results for an experiment with a smaller range of the order quantity. Section 4.2 veri…es the bootstrap results through the use of macroreplicates. Appendices gives technical details. An extensive list of references enables the reader to study robust simulation-optimization in more detail. Decision (or control) factors, which we denote by d j (j = 1; : : : ; k). Environmental (or noise) factors, which we denote by e g (g = 1; : : : ; c).
Other authors distinguish between environmental uncertainty (e.g., demand uncertainty) and system uncertainty (e.g., yield uncertainty); see Mula et al. (2006) and also Beyer and Sendho¤ (2007) . Implementation errors may also be a source of uncertainty. These errors occur whenever recommended (optimal) values of control factors are to be realized in practice; see Stinstra and Den Hertog (2007) . Continuous values are hard to realize in practice, because only limited accuracy is then possible; e.g., the EOQ turns out to be the square Kleijnen and Sargent (2000) .
The relevant problem formulation depends on the risk attitude of the users (they might be risk-seeking optimists), which may vary with the application. We conjecture that our heuristic also applies to alternative problem formulations, but in this article we do not investigate these alternatives. Many references on supply-chain risk-management are given in Wu et al. (2008) , who focus on the mean-variance trade-o¤ in the newsvendor's inventory problem. The mean-variance trade-o¤ for simulation models is also examined by Apley, Liu, and Chen (2006) and Chen, Jin, and Sudjianto (2006) .
RSM and robust optimization
It is convenient and traditional in Design Of Experiments (DOE) to use coded-also called standardized or scaled-factor values. Let the experiment consist of n factor combinations of the 'original'factors z j that corresponds with d j or e g ; furthermore, let l j denote the lowest value of z j in the experiment, and u j the highest ('upper') value. Then the coded variable x j use the linear transformation
The term (u j l j ) is the range of input j. If z is a random variable (like e), then this coding implies var(x) = b 2 var(e). The numerical accuracy of the estimates may be a¤ected by coding; we focus on the estimated e¤ects of the coded variables. Coding is further discussed by Kleijnen (2008, p. 29) . Myers and Montgomery (1995, p. 493-494) assume that the environmental 4 variables e satisfy E(e) = 0 and cov(e) = 2 e I, (2) and derive the mean and the variance of y (the regression predictor of the simulation output w), after averaging over the noise factors:
and
where l = ( + 0 d)= (@y=@e 1 ; : : : ; @y=@e c ) 0 ; i.e., l is the gradient with respect to the environmental factors. So, the larger the gradient's elements are, the larger the variance of the predicted simulation output is-which stands to reason. Furthermore, if = 0 (no control-by-noise interactions), then var(y) cannot be controlled through the control variables d.
Equation (4) 2 . Most important is the gradient l, because it shows the key role played by the control-by-noise interactions; i.e., to reduce the predicted output's variance var(y)(or 2 y ) the analysts should take advantage of the interactions ; they cannot control the main e¤ects of the noise factors ( ) and the variances of the noise factors and the residuals ( 2 e and 2 ). For example, if a particular decision factor (say, d 1 ) has no e¤ects on the mean output (so 1 = 1;1 = 1;2 = : : : = 1;k = 0) but has important interactions with the noise factors (e.g., 1;2 >> 0), then this interaction can be utilized to decrease the output variance (e.g., decrease 2 y by decreasing d 1 ). If there are multiple decision factors, then the following solution method may be tried:
(1) select the values of some decision factors such that l = 0, so var(y) in (4) is minimized; (2) select the remaining decision factors such that the predicted mean output E(y) in (3) gets the desired value.
Notice that we might try to …nd a design that is 'D-optimal'; i.e., a design that minimizes the determinant of cov( b ); see Chung, Goldfarb, and Montgomery (2007) .
In order to apply classic OLS results, we assume that 2 w is constant, the outputs for di¤erent scenarios are independent, and the environmental factors are …xed (Myers and Montgomery (1995, p. 490) do not make these assumptions explicit; in our EOQ application we can derive the true Pareto optimum, so we can verify how sensitive our analysis is to these assumptions).
The t statistic is used to test the importance of an individual factor e¤ect.
It is well-known that the t statistic is not very sensitive to nonnormality; see Kleijnen (1987) . The 'reduced'metamodel (nonsigni…cant e¤ects eliminated) may imply a unique optimum, whereas the full metamodel may suggest (say) a saddlepoint. To …nd the unimportant e¤ects, Myers and Montgomery (1995, p. 487) use ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA). Note that t 2 n q = F 1;n q ; the F statistic is used in ANOVA.
Notice that Myers and Montgomery (1995, p. 508 ) discuss the use of transformations of the dependent variable, before performing the regression analysis; also see Kleijnen (2008, p. 98) .
To test the validity of the RSM metamodel, the linear regression literature o¤ers several methods. We focus on a method that is also applied outside linear regression (e.g. in Kriging), namely cross-validation. There are several variations on cross-validation (see Iooss, Ribatet, and Marrel (2007) and Meckesheimer et al. (2001) ), but the most popular variant is leave-one-out cross-validation.
EOQ inventory simulation

Simulation optimization of the EOQ model
We program the simulation model in Arena; see Kelton, Sadowski, and Sturrock (2007) . After running this simulation, we also compute the estimated effects of the original (not standardized) variable; e.g., the estimated quadratic e¤ect is then of order 10 6 , so it seems unimportant; however, Q 2 is 30298 2 = 9 10 8 so their joint e¤ect is of order 10 2 .
We also experiment with a smaller experimental area; i.e., a smaller Q range. We assume that the center of this new area is still close to the true optimum. The Taylor series argument suggests that this smaller area gives a better approximation locally. Appendix 1 shows that the smaller Q range indeed gives a more accurate metamodel; the resulting estimated optimum is only 1% below the true EOQ and the corresponding cost virtually equals the true cost.
Robust optimization of EOQ model
Notice that Yu (1997) also assumes an uncertain demand rate, but uses other criteria than we do: he either minimizes the maximum costs or minimizes the maximum percentage deviation from the optimal cost. Moreover he does not 6 assume a probability function for the various scenarios (demand rate values), but uses 'a discrete scenario set'. Altogether, his approach resembles that of Ben-Tal et al., which we discussed in the Introduction.
Notice further that the assumption of uncertain constants is often made in deterministic simulation of physical systems; e.g., a nuclear waste-disposal simulation may assume that the permeability of a speci…c area is constant but unknown; see Kleijnen and Helton (1999) . An economic example is the exchange rate between the US dollar and the euro exactly one year from today: that rate is a constant but unknown.
We may collect historical data to infer the probability of the true value of the parameter a. If there is no such data, then we may ask experts for their opinion on the true value of the parameter. This knowledge elicitation results in an input distribution (say) F (a). In practice, several distribution types are used, such as normal, lognormal, and uniform; see Kleijnen and Helton (1999) .
In our experiments we assume a N ( a ; a ).
LHS design
LHS splits the range of possible a values (0 < a < 1) into n e = 5 equally likely subranges, namely (0; . Notice that the 'base'value a has zero probability, but a value 'close'(namely less than 0:73 a away) has 20% probability. Besides the relatively high uncertainty a = 0:50 a , Appendix 2 shows the results for the smaller uncertainty a = 0:10 a .
We again code the inputs; see (1). So x 1 corresponds with Q and x 2 with a; e.g., a = 7687,37 corresponds with x 2 = 0:1017 (not exactly zero, because of the sampling that LHS does). Furthermore, if a = 0:50 a = 4000 and b 2 = 2:85 10 4 , then the standard deviation of x 2 is 2 = 4000 2:85 10 4 = 1:14.
This gives the estimated e¤ects displayed in the row denoted by 0 (zero rows eliminated) in Table 1 . The rest of this table displays the cross-validation results. This table gives the scatterplot in Figure 2 . This table and this …gure suggest that this metamodel is adequate for robust optimization through RSM.
Comparing the plots for low and high uncertainties suggests that the …rst plot is much worse; however, using the same scale in both plots (not displayed) changes that impression.
Appendices 1 and 2 give results for a smaller range of the decision variable Q and the environmental variable a. These results show even better …t.
Notice that 2 a is a known input value, so we also know the variance of the corresponding coded variable x 2 , namely 2 2 = 1:14 2 = 1:3). Altogether we We repeat the experiment with a smaller a The new threshold values give the estimated Pareto frontier of Figure 3 . Comparing the estimated Pareto frontier for this small a (reported in this companion paper) and for high a (reported in the short paper) demonstrates that a less volatile world gives lower mean cost.
Notice that we focus on estimating the variability of the Pareto curve, but we could also have estimated the variability of the solution of the robust optimum problem. So the B bootstrap regression parameters gives B values for Q + and the corresponding C + and s(C) + . These B values can be used to derive a CI; see Efron and Tibshirani (1993) .
Macroreplicates
Actually, we can validate our (fast) bootstrap procedure as follows Our EOQ simulation is the opposite of expensive simulation: some realistic simulations take hours or weeks for a single run, whereas bootstrapping this simulation's results still takes only seconds. So we repeat our LHS sample (say) L times; i.e., we sample the demand rate a from the normal distribution cut-o¤ at zero, while keeping the …ve Q values …xed. This sample of L macroreplicates gives the regression estimate b l with l = 1; : : : ; L. This b l gives c C l (costs estimated through RSM metamodel) and d C l (corresponding standard deviation). Together with the threshold T this gives the estimated Pareto frontier. Repeating this LHS L times gives a set of L estimated Pareto frontiers; see Figure 5 with L = 50. This …gure suggests that these estimated curves all intersect near the point (4:11; 8:83), but zooming-in around this point reveals that the 50 curves do not intersect in a single point. Appendix 3 also displays the 50 b C-curves and the 50 c C -curves. These curves results in 50 Pareto curves estimated from 50 macroreplicates; see again Figure 5 . This …gure assumes that a second-order polynomial is a perfect approximation of the true I/O function, whereas the true EOQ formulas show that this assumption is false This …gure shows that the macroreplicates give a tighter bundle than bootstrapping does. Appendix 
CCD
Finally, we compare the (traditional Taguchian) crossed design (used in the short paper) with a CCD. A CCD for two factors (Q and a) consists of a 2 2 design (the four combinations of the two extreme values per factor 1 and 1), the four 'axial'points ((0; p 2), (0; p 2), ( p 2; 0), ( p 2; 0)), and the central point ((0; 0)) in coded values; the value p 2 is selected to make the CCD 'rotatable' (see Myers and Montgomery (1995, p. 299 )) The original input values plus the corresponding output values are displayed in Table 2 .
Note: A CCD is not a subset of the crossed design, because a CCD does not sample any factor value, whereas the crossed design uses LHS for the environmental factor a. Consequently, that crossed design does not have (say) coded values 1 and 1 for a, which are at exactly the same distance from 0.
We again validate the resulting metamodel through cross-validation; see Appendix 4 for details. We repeat our analysis for this CCD. This gives the Pareto frontier of Figure 6 . So the CCD with its nine combinations gives a better estimate of the true frontier than the 5 5 crossed-design does.
Appendix 1: Smaller Q-range
Row 1 of Table 3 shows the Q values in the smaller experimental area; row 2 gives the corresponding simulation outputs.
Regression analysis of the I/O data in Table 3 gives Table 4 Table 3 I/O data for EOQ simulation with smaller experimental area Tables 5 and 6 together with Figure 8 give results for smaller uncertainty in the demand rate.
Appendix 3: Macroreplicates
Figures 9 and 10 display the 50 b C-curves and the 50 c C -curves respectively, computed from 50 macroreplicates. Note that the latter …gure suggests that the 50 estimated curves coincide, but zooming-in reveals that the 50 curves do not coincide: these curves have little spread; see Figures 11 and 12. We point out that each macroreplicate gives a di¤erent mean and standard deviation for the coded variable x 2 ; e.g., x 2;l = min k a l;k with l = 1; : : : ; 50 and k = 1; : : : ; 5. Table 6 Cross-validation of regression metamodel for RO of EOQ with smaller a-range 15 Fig. 8 . Scatterplot of the EOQ regression metamodel for smaller a-range There is no solution for the constrained optimization problem if the LHS happens to result in an extremely high b (C). Actually this happened once in our 50 macroreplicates; we simply threw away this macroreplicate, and sampled again. Figure 13 shows that if we replace LHS by crude sampling in the macroreplicates, then bigger spread results. This bigger spread is caused by a bigger spread in the estimated regression coe¢ cients; e.g. Figure 14 shows the Box plot for the estimated interaction d 1;1 .
It is interesting that the spread of the estimated regression coe¢ cients is smaller for the bootstrap than for the macroreplicates using LHS; nevertheless, the bootstrap gives more spread in the Pareto curves! The explanation is that the estimated regression coe¢ cients in the metamodel for the standard deviation are negatively correlated (so they compensate variations in each other's values) in the macroreplicates, whereas they are independent in Appendix 4: CCD experiment Table 7 and Figure 16 give details on our CCD experiment. 
